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STRATEGIC PLANNING MODEL - WORKSHEET (EXAMPLE)
MISSION
Perpetuate and enhance our organization by consistently meeting our customers’ requirements and enabling our employees’ success

VISION
We will earn distinction as a superior organization where high-performing people deliver quality work through their individual and
collective pursuit of excellence. Our commitment to the organization and each other’s success is a lasting and reliable strength

WORK VALUES
Consistently meet quality requirements
of our products, service and work

PEOPLE VALUES
Continuous improvement in individual
and team effectiveness/relationships

ENVIRONMENT VALUES
Teamwork by earning-giving trust and
striving to build better relationships

BUSINESS-OPERATION OBJECTIVES
1)
2)
3)

Selectively hire and retain people who demonstrate the ability and willingness to excel in everything they do. Then develop and apply that potential
Enhance the customer experience by aligning our operating methods with their priorities and by capitalizing on more of our people’s under-used talent
Provide leadership by setting high-achievable goals; manage by plans to get more of the right things get done right on time. Adapt to change by causing it.

PRINCIPLE STRATEGIES
1)

2)

Ingrain a Spirit of Excellence into our
everyday work environment through
constant, open, transparent communication
Show employees how to consistently meet
Quality Requirements for their jobs

ACTION PLANS
A) Establish clear, actionable Quality Requirements on every
job, starting with priority problem areas.
B) Engage all employees in develop high-achievable standards
C) Develop multi-media communications (newsletter,
bulletins, meetings to brand quality (keep it visible- personal).
C) Establish quality measurements employees can understand
and perform themselves
D) Document operating procedures so required and preferred
methods can be identified, learned, shared, and monitored
E) Continuously build quality knowledge/awareness through
training, coaching, role models, new hire orientation, and OJT.

PRINCIPLE STRATEGIES
Use our best performers as models of how to
succeed. Give reason for employees to improve
work effectiveness as a routine part of their job.
Recognize small contributions people make daily.

ACTION PLANS
A) Create an expectation of improved effectiveness by
routinely asking employees for their ideas.
B) Keep it simple and rewarding to submit improvements.
Ask for, document and recognize employee suggestions.
C) Promote employee ownership/commitment to the whole
company by sharing plans/directions and inviting their input.
D) Connect improved Effectiveness to higher compensation
(praise, recognition, merit, production and profit sharing plan
payouts or promotion opportunity).
E) Through selective cross training, -promote increased job
knowledge, manpower flexibility and job satisfaction.
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PRINCIPLE STRATEGIES
Demonstrate customer-oriented thinking in our
management plans and encourage it in employee’s
daily work behavior. Remove sources of distrust.

ACTION PLANS
A) Teach employees to know, appreciate, and better anticipate
customer needs. This includes all ‘external customers’ we serve
now as well as ‘internal customers’ (fellow employees who rely
on our work to do theirs effectively).
B) Help employees see customers as people who share
common interests-goals-problems. Provide reasons to care.
C) Create Teams and other employee/customer groups so
people can work together, listen to each other, and share a
common purpose. (Get people to compete with instead of
against each other by giving them a common enemy, problem)
D) Measure trust and find ways to enhance it

